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Citation Analysis

Previous Issues
Read previous issues of
Digital Minute.

Various tools are used to determine how many times, and in what publications,
an article is being cited. The presumption is that if an article is cited often, or is
cited in prestigious journals, then it is likely to be of a relatively high quality.
For more information about citation analysis please see the Publishing
Opportunities in Business LibGuide. Though tailored for business, it can be
applicable to other fields of study at Butler.

BU Digital Collections
Visit our Digital
Commons and Digital
Images Collection.

Google Scholar Citations

Need research?
You can search across
120 institutional
repositories!
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Know someone who wants a
SelectedWorks page or who
would like to contribute?
Have them contact
bmatthie@butler.edu.

Google Scholar Citations (GSC) provides a simple way for SelectedWorks
participants to keep track of citations to their articles. You can check who is
citing your publications, graph citations over time, and compute several citation
metrics. You can also make your profile public, so that it may appear in Google
Scholar results when people search for your name.
GSC uses the following indices:




Total number of citations for all publications
The h-index which reflects both the number of publications and the
number of citations per publication
The i10-index which indicates the number of academic papers an author
has written that have at least ten citations

To get started simply create a profile at this link.

Please share this newsletter with your colleagues!

